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Looking at the current macro and micro need for urbanization  

 

 

India today stands out in the world for its vision for global presence. Yet, we 
know India is still developing into a country that has SMART Cities and in the 
future may be even one with SMART States. 

The term SMART refers to the safe, sustainable and innovative focus given 
for solving problems and crisis situations of people living in that city, 
businesses functioning in the region, the state and thereon the country itself. 

This article focuses on a SMART City or Industrial region, where decision 
making for any urbanization “highlights solving problems and crisis 
situations” as a basis for improved business and living experiences.  

Going further with natural and man-made dynamics that are at play today, to 
address a problem or crisis, the SMART need is to understand that different 
concurrent issues are common.  
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(A) From the governance point of view 

There is a standing out interest to relocate or severe / cut down greenery (a 
large number of trees etc) for construction of infrastructure or living spaces. 

The people and business communities in most cities know about the growing 
population and congestion related problems affecting them. There is a lot of 
emotional importance being attached to safe, clean and green urbanization / 
landscaping, but this is not being acknowledged or responded to by defining 
benchmarked delimiters.  

The authorities are impacted by both ends of the problem (A) and (B) 

The complex question being is, how can urbanization be done, without in 
effectiveness, order the cutting down or relocating of trees / greenery that are 
part of (needed, existing or remaining) lung spaces? 

The complex question can be resolved by getting the political and 
administrative decision makers to add a „Conscious Leaf dimension‟ to their 
roadmaps & policies for Eco-state zoning, infrastructure planning, 
development and growth. 

To cut down or relocate trees that may not be supported again by 
favouring natural or environmental elements to grow generatively or 
fruitfully 

The Conscious Leaf inclusion for this decision will incorporate a unified sense 
of understanding & doer(ship) to 

1. Add Symbolic interest or plans in a Conscious Leaf Mandate 

2. Identify the Golden sections for the interest or plan, where this means 

a.  Associate a GQA profilometer for the decision, where this tool profiles 
the Governance, Quality of Life and Administrative effectiveness for the 
Golden sections  

b.  Discuss and conclude on Cause & Effect influencers and include 
pertinent or supportive involvement to manage potential or possible adversity 
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c.  Disclose Logistics and Logistics bound adverse transformations to 
the conservation or preservation of the environment 

d. Enable Balanced Rule of thumb principles to preserve or conserve the 
environment if transformations are known 

e. Incorporate a Study System that helps protect the Conscious Leaf 
Mandate in different stages 

What is a Golden section?  

(A Golden section according to sustainable strategies is one where life and 
emergence is not affected or limited, in this case it could mean plants & trees 
or their integrated greenery will need to be protected or preserved.  

It also means that the coupling of the trees or greenery with elements of the 
city or state will need to be done, to design (Genome Mate) functions that are 
associated with concerned / connected elements or entities, where the 
Genome Mate is a Life sustaining tool that can be used to seed, condition 
and include ownership for integrated doer(ship) or risk reduction in the 
mandate‟s symbolic interest or plan, like the idea of cutting down trees for 
urbanization or business infrastructure. 

3. Call for an Evaluation of the Mandate & it’s Golden sections, to get a 
response from infrastructure, disaster management and environmental 
regulation experts, councils and other decision enablers, to understand the 
pros and cons of the interest or plan 

4. If needed, add to the Golden sections, integrated interests or plans to 
incorporate sustainable development and growth OR If not, implement 
Oxy-time Course of action for Risk Reduction 

(Oxy-time Course of action for Risk reduction could mean (a) Climate 
Change Confinement or Mitigation if greenery will be affected, or (b) 
enabling of Disaster Management or Risk Management Audits to ensure 
that all lifetimes after the impact are protected, or (c) Man Species Conflict 
Management to ensure the destruction of greenery / trees does not increase 
or emerge into conflicts that endanger man, animal or nature, or (d) Tree 
Grid Management to ensure trees, shrubs or identified species in the 
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location, neighbourhood or region are made part of a grid to be thereon 
protected and managed) 

5. If addition or implementation is not possible then innovate using Think 
Again doer(ship) where a concept called Zen Genome helps architect seed, 
condition and include ownership for integrated doer(ship) or risk reduction.  

What is the Zen Genome? 

A Zen Genome is a CCMA solution development model for any Conscious 
Leaf (Macro and Micro) Mandate, where this helps ”infrastructure, disaster 
management and environmental regulation” experts, councils and other 
decision enablers think, ensure and make the CCMA solution robust. 

(Zen stands for not simply doing something but attaching Conscious thinking 
and Sustainable doer(ship) for the context like CCMA that stands for Climate 
Change Mitigation and Adaptation. Felling of trees is known to accelerate 
climate change in a location, environmental deterioration and related 
vulnerability for disasters)  

Why is this important? Is decision making for urbanization / 
landscaping better than yesterday? 

Today, the role of visionary politics & infrastructure does have an impact on 
the people, where much needs to be done in terms of  

1. Defining a Conscious Leaf Mandate in planning urbanization, 
landscaping or infrastructure 

2. Preparing Assessable-To-Do lists for urbanization / landscaping / 
infrastructure and including them in the mandate 

3. Designing Social network sites for CCMA and enabling of Web site 
propaganda to help people proactively improve or revert political or 
administrative decision-making used to address incidences, issues, 
unresolved problems or threats  

4. By incorporating mandate related Vision-to-solution CCMA programmes 
for including green insights and sufficient conservatory support 
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Refer to the websites:  

www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/treeconservator 

www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/consciousacts 

www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/ccmaforagriculture 

www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/poac 

5. Today, the role of adept security in inter-city or inter-state relations 
does decide whether people can live in sustaining focus with the rest of the 
country, the world and most importantly with its neighbouring cities or states. 

Leading the way 

Today, the Chief Minister‟s office or as relevant the Development Authorities 
offices are experienced enough to initially propose the mandate.  

Each party can have a GQA solution that can guide parties, machinery and 
manpower, with decision making and enabling for improved security, Green 
Asset or Environmental regulations, sustainable development and thereon 
growth.  

(*GQA stands for Governance, Quality of Life and Administrative 
effectiveness). 

Countries have in the past relied on social networks and data analysis to help 

political & administrative decision making and action planning. The Conscious 

Leaf Mandate is one such social-augmentation. 

The Conscious Leaf Mandate can help political / administrative parties 

and governing authorities to think separately or differently but in united 

convergence 

To think separately or differently but in united convergence, be it as a state in 
India, or as a part of India, or as India itself or its neighbour, there is a critical 
need to make infrastructure promotion, development, growth, relief or 
rehabilitation “Focal and SMART”.  

http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/treeconservator
http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/consciousacts
http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/ccmaforagriculture
http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/poac
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This article does not highlight components that are important for a city to be a 
SMART City as it expects that this is fairly well known today and can be work 
in progress. 

From the Focal point of view (benchmarked delimiters for a business or 
infrastructure planning authority)  

Step 1: We need a GQA profilometer (framework) to mandate Conscious 
Leaf inclusion in all infrastructure planning, promotion, development, growth, 
relief or rehabilitation. 

Step 2: A Conscious Leaf inclusion can ensure that Lung spaces, 
Greenery or Green Assets are safe and not “endangered or threatened” 
by urbanization, landscaping or infrastructure development. 

The Conscious Leaf inclusion will thereon ensure different Cause and effect 
influences are futuristically highlighted, foretold or predicted. 

Step 3: The Conscious Leaf inclusion will need to ensure that people living 
in districts, states along our borders are safe and still alert to live with 
influencers that can reduce danger or threat (due to uncontrolled intrusion 
or infiltration). 

Political & administrative parties must justify, claim and demonstrate (JCD) 

evolutionary thoughtfulness or doer(ship) for urbanization, landscaping or 

infrastructure development.  

+ Thus, we need interested parties, business investors, political parties to 
entrust themselves with a vision to help our cities, our states, our country, our 
diverse culture, our (currently) fragile geographical elements and our 
neighbours to live in converged unity, peace and goodwill. 

+ We must recognize this as people and call upon business investors, 

political parties or governing authorities (a) To define scale & scope for the 

mentioned steps (1), (2) and (3), (b) To supportively build infrastructure 

and (c) To ensure logistics & adverse transformations are mitigated to 

support the Conscious Leaf Mandate. 
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In this interest (from the Macro-scope point of view) 

An independent city or state is necessarily one that has its own (governing, 

administrative and operating framework) which helps its political, governing, 

administrative, armed & scientific machinery, business and social elements to 

work with (“safe, sustainable and focused thoughtfulness or doer(ship)”). 

As an independent city or state  

The question of whether the city / state today is better than yesterday for 

(“safe, sustainable and focused doer(ship)”), or is afflicted due to different  

cause and effect influences not being foretold or not being predicted to 

enable or escalate conscious doer(ship) for ensuring safe, secure and 

sustainable emergence . 

It is cause & effect that must be envisioned and managed to keep in synch 

with the times to come. 

This means that if a city or state wants Eco-state Zoning for businesses, 
Environmental or Green Asset regulation, unity, peace and goodwill with its 
neighbours there must be a protocol of united convergence to lead the way 
for... 

1. SMART (city or state) development & growth in bordering states 
with micro focus for better lives for people and macro focus for 
firewalled & enabled armed forces & bases deployed in these locations 
 

2. Deployment or installation of surveillance and other (officially 
sanctioned) advantageous infrastructure in bordering states with a 
micro and macro focus to work in independent endeavours (as a 
country) and in united endeavours (as neighbours, peace keepers or 
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links of a belief system) to safeguard the peace and safety of a city, 
state, a bordering location or part of the country. 
 

3. Contingency action planning to permit action across the city or state 
border, where this is accordant & auditable to help one city or state 
prevent or put down anti or hostile elements operating within another 
country, state etc (due to unreasoning, hostile encumbrance or lack of 
adequate security), owing to the fact that a country or state etc may not 
be able to eliminate all internal dissent or hostile emergence always 
 

4. Risk mitigation led (policy auditable) Environmental or Green 
Asset regulation & peace keeping, if there are several protocols that 
have been agreed upon and signed in the past, but today is not very 
different.   
 

5. The definition of a Protocol for united convergence that helps a city 
or state live in sustaining Environmental or Green Asset regulation, 
unity, peace and goodwill with the rest of the country, world and most 
of all its neighbouring cities or states.   

The consultant has proposed a solution to mitigate the risks of tree fall 
to understand the related environmental health and environmental 
regulation. The same is still in the making for want of funds or 
governmental assistance. Bengaluru is all set to implement or conclude 
on its Tree Census Version 1, amidst the important need for a standard 
to help (“safe, sustainable and focused thoughtfulness or doer(ship)”). 

. 

 


